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This paper contains and generalizes the solution of the following classical 
problem: 
If h 1 12 then the h-element subsets of an n-element set can be partitioned 
into (;I:) classes so that every class contains n/h disjoint h-element sets and every 
h-element set appears in exactly one class. A short formulation of this statement 
is: I f  h / IZ then the hypergraph K,h is l-factorizable. In this paper we study the. 
factorization and edge-coloring problems of the hypergraph K& (which is the 
complete, regular, h-uniform, r-partite hypergraph with m vertices in each of the 
Y classes of vertices). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper a hypergraph is defined as a system (X, a), where Xis a finite 
set (the set of vertices) and 8 = (El ,..., EN) (the edges) is a family of subsets 
of X. Multiple edges, empty edges and points which are not contained in any 
of the edges, are allowed. 
We define the valency of a vertex x by 
wf,n(x> = c 1. 
{i:zEE*} 
9 C d is anf-factor if v(~,F)(x) =ffor every x E X. (X, 8’) isf-factorizable if 
there are disjoint f-factors Fi such that 8 = uj Sj . 
Let X1 ,..., X,. be disjoint sets with 1 & 1 = nt (t = l,..., r), 0 < h < r. 
BY K,“,,...,nr we denote the hypergraph (X, a), where 
8 ={E:ECX, jE/ =h, jX,nEj < 1, t = l,..., r}. 
Ifn, = *** = n, = m the hypergraph K,“,,...,+ is denoted by K:zm. We use 
the notation K n = Kh 
;* 
TX1 . Kh is called a complete r-partite h-uniform 
hypergraph, K, is called then&m~lete h-uniform hypergraph with r vertices. 
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In this paper we study the factorization and edge-coloring problems of the 
Erypergraph K&, . Another important class of the hypergraphs &Z$, ,.. ,%, 
(when Y = lz) will be studied in the second part of the paper. 
It is well known that the complete graph having an even number of vertices 
(that is, &Z..,J is l-factorizable. In connection with Kirkman’s famous Fifteen 
Schoolgirls Problem, Sylvester remarked in 1850 that K& is ~~factorizable. 
Rose Peltesohn proved in 1936 [l] that Ktm is l-factorizable. The following 
natural generalization was published in [S] as a conjecture: If 141 I I 
&a is I-factorizable. We proved this assertion in [14]. Using this result 
9. 6. Bermond proved that if h j Y then KtZ, is l-factorizable (personal 
communication). 
Extending the proof used in [14] now we prove: 
If h / r.m tlze~ Kth,, is I-factorizable. 
In the case m = 1, this is the classical problem. 
In the case k = 2 (graphs), the assertion was proved by 
W. Nare 271. 
We prove the assertion in section 4, together with results on~factoriza~~o~s 
and edge-colorings. 
Section 2 and Section 3 prepare the proof, but they might be interesting 
in themselves, too. 
2. “INTEGER-MAKING" LmmAs 
If 01 is a real number and a is an integer, let 01 F=Z a (and a w  a) denote that 
[a] = a or (a) = a, i.e. that j a - 01 / < 1. ([cx] is the integer part of I?L an 
{LX} = -I-LX].) Clearly if 01 is an integer too and a: m a then a: = a, 
hMMA 1. &et (~G=I,..., d=~, . . . ,d be a matrix of real elements. 
There exists a matrix (e&=l, ., ,p.j=l,, ,sj of zktegevs such that 
eij M eij for every i, j, (ia) 
C cij m C eij for every j, 
z L 
Remark. This assertion is a simple consequence sf the integrity theorem 
of flows in networks (we proved it in this way in [14]). n the other hand 
Lemma 1 is a special case of a theorem about totally ~~imodular ma&ices 
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due to Hoffman and Kruskal [2, Theorem 5. p. 2451. See the remarks at the 
end of this section. For the sake of completeness we give a simple proof. 
Proof. We can assume that xi cij = cq and Cj cii = pi are integers. In 
the contrary case we can consider the matrix (E!.)(.= z3 z l....,s+l.~=l,...,s+l~ 3 where 
&+1) = -Pt if i = I,...,p 
49+1)j = -“j ifj = l,..., s, 
and E; = cij in all other cases. Using Lemma 1 with (E;J we get the assertion 
for (Eij). 
If the matrix has a noninteger element, then there is at least one other non- 
integer element in the same row. (In the contrary case the sum of the elements 
of the row would not be an integer.) Choosing one of these we can find a 
noninteger in the same column where the chosen element is. There exists a 
fourth noninteger element in the same row where the third one is, and so on. 
The matrix is finite, therefore there will be a step which takes us to a row or 
column where we have already been. In this row (or column) there are three 
chosen elements (unless we return to the first element, in which case the 
existence of an “alternating circuit” readily follows). Leave out the first 
element that was chosen from this row, and leave out all the elements we 
chose before this. The remaining elements form an “alternating circuit” 
(see Fig. 1). 
FIGURE 1 
Let us add successively E, -E, E, --E ,..., to the elements of the circuit! 
The sum of the elements of the rows and columns remain the same. Let us 
increase E starting with 0 until an element becomes an integer! By this, the 
number of integers grows. Repeating the procedure we achieve our aim. 
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We now want to generalize Lemma 1 to three-dimensional matrices. The 
assertion in general is not valid but it is true if the three-dimensional matrix 
consists of equal two-dimensional matrices. 
Let I denote the set of triples (i, j, I) i = l,..., p, j = 1) . . . . s, 1” = I,..., m. 
J C I is a face, if some of the coordinates are fixed, while the others take all 
possible values. (In particular, (il , j, , II) and I are faces too.) 
THEOREM 1. Let real numbers eijz be given, (i, j, 1) E I, so that eijz, = 
eiiE, for every (i, j, II) and (i, j, Is) E I. Then there exist integers eijl , (i, j, 1) E I> 
such that 
where J is an arbitrary face. 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 1 we may assume that Ci Eijg and zS Eifz 
are integers. 
If nz = I the assertion equals Lemma 1. By induction we suppose that it is 
true for irpz - 1. 
We use the following simple equalities: 
If a is a real number and a is an integer, then 
[maI 
E I 
- = [a] and 
m 
a - [a/ml 
m-l I = W4 
and 
Let us apply Lemma 1 with eii = XI Eijc = mEiSm . We obtain integers eij ~ 
Now, let us apply Lemma 1 once more, this time with Q = eJm, and denote 
the corresponding integers by eiim. . Using (3) with 01 = Eiina we obtain 
and (since xi Eijl and Cj eiil are integers) 
T eih = T cijln and T eijm = T cdjm . m 
Let us define the three-dimensional matrix (~5~) i = I,..., p, j = II,..., S, 
1 = l,..., m - I as follows: 
& = eij - eijm 
m-l ’ 
Let us use the induction hypothesis on the matrix (&. We obtain integers 
eijt (i = l,..., p, j = l,..., s, I = l,..., m - 1). 
280 
It is easy to check that 
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C eijl = C E& = C eijz and C cijz = C eijz , (I = l,..., m - 1) (7) 
z z 
and 
Using (3) with 01 = 
z i i 
m-1 
2 eiit = eij - eijm . 
cijl and (4) with a = eij , we obtain 
(8) 
that is, 
eijz 53 eijz I = l,..., m - 1. 
From (5)-(9) it follows that the matrix eijl (i = I,..., p, j = l,..., s, 
1 = l,..., m) satisfies (2). 
Remark. Theorem 1 can be deduced from a theorem on decomposition of 
integral-flows due to Fulkerson and Weinberger (see [lo] p. 50 or [ll], 
Theorem 3.1). We proved it in a direct way to make the proof of our main 
theorem self-contained. 
The remaining part of this section is not necessary for understanding 
Section 3 and Section 4. We mention two known corollaries of Theorem 1. 
If H is a graph and x, y are vertices of H let q&), resp. mH(x, y), denote 
the valency of the vertex x, resp. the number of the edges between x and y. 
COROLLARY 1. (de Werra [4]). Let G be a bipartite graph with vertex-set 
X (multiple edges are allowed) and let m > 1 be given. The edges of G can be 
partitioned into m parts forming the graphs G, ,..., G, such that 
(a) for each x E X and I = l,..., m 
v&) m v0tx>/m, 
(b) for each 1 < II < I2 < m the number of edges of GCI and Gz2 differ 
at most by one. 
and 
(c) for each 1 < II z$ I, < m and x, y E X mGa,(x, y) and moJx, y) 
differ at most by one. 
ProoJ: Let x1 ,..., x, , y1 ,..., ys denote the vertices of G so that there are 
no edges of the form (xi, , xi,) or (yj, , yj,). Let aij be defined by 
a0 = m& , YJ. 
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Use Theorem 1 with Q = aiJm (i = I,..., pp j = I,*.., s, k = I, *.., m). 
Let the edges of GC (1 = l,..., m) be eijl copies of the edges (xi , yj). Thus (c) 
trivially holds. 
As Cz eijL = qj we really obtain a partition. As 
similarly, assertion (a) is true. 
As the number of edges of G, is Ci,j eijl and Ci,j e,?, w  Ci,j aij/m, assertion 
(b) is true. 
GORCX,LARY 2. (Weinberger [lo, p. 811). Let natural numbers mYnt a, ).I.) 
a, y b 1 J..S, 6, andj$ (1 < i <p, 1 <j < s) be given. 
There are numbers eii,=O or l(1 di<p, 1 \<j,(s, 1 <l<m)fir 
PPQC$ The necessity is trivial, the sufficiency follows from Theorem I 
with sijz = &/rn. 
Remarks about the connection with totally t&modular matrices. If aI and 
a2 are vectors of the same dimension we shall write aI w  a2 and a, > a3 if 
the relation is componentwise true. 
The next definition is in accordance with the usual: An rxq-matrix A is 
totally unimodular iffor any q-vector a we can $nd an integer q-vector a for 
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which a m a and Aa w  Aa. The equivalence of this definition to the usual one 
can be proved using [2]. It is easy to see that Lemma 1 is equivalent to the 
assertion: 
The O-l matrix A 
s 
Cl 1 *** 1 1 1 .*- 1 1 1 **. 1 1 1 +a. 1. 
k- v / 
Ps 
is totally unimodular. (The empty places of A represent zeros.) 
We say that a O-l matrix is a “forest-matrix” if for any two rows a? 
and a$ the following statement is true: If there is a column in which both 
a: and a$ are 1, then either a? < a$ or af b a: . (Let the rows be the vertices 
of a graph in which two vertices are joined by an edge if they are consecutive 
by the partially-ordering. This graph is a forest.) Theorem 5 in [2] states 
(see also [9, Exercise 4, p. 4741): 
Suppose A is a O-l matrix and suppose that the rows of A can be partitioned 
into two parts in such a way that we obtain two forest-matrices. Then A is 
totally unimodular. 
From this theorem Lemma 1 immediately follows. It is easy to see that 
similarly we can obtain: 
LEMMA 2. Let (u,J be a forest-matrix v = l,..., z, j = I,..., s. Then 
under the conditions of Lemma 1, besides (la)-(ld) we can guarantee: 
(Lemma 2 can be proved using network-flows, too.) 
By induction-following the proof of Theorem l-one can prove: 
LEMMA 3. Let A be totally uni~nodu~ur matrix, a an arbitrary vector, (We 
assume that the dimensions of the vectors are adequate.) Then for any integer 
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vector b for which Ab w Ama there exist integer vectors a, , a2 ,...) a, sa that 
Aa, w Aa (i = I,..., m) andb = a, + I.- + a,. 
&ma&. As A is totally unimodular, a suitable vector b always exists. 
can formulate Lemma 3 in the following way too: 
Let A be totally unimodular matrix, a, < a2 integer vectors, m a ~~t~r~~ 
number, Z& = (a; a, < Aa < a21 L&9 = {/I; ma1 < Af.3 < mq]. (The poly- 
hedron 9? is an enlargement of the polyhedron S.) Uaen every integer vector 
of 39 is the sum of m integer vectors of d. 
From Lemma 2 using the same method as in Theorem 1, we can generalize 
Theorem 1. (We can apply Lemma 3 too, or Weinberger’s Theorem 3.1 from 
El 11.) 
LEMMA 4. Besides the data of Theorem 1 let the forest matrix (u,,+) 
(v = 4 )...) z, j = l)...) s) be given. Then besides (2) we can guaranlee: 
We remark that if (Q) is not a forest-matrix then Lemma 2 and Lemma 4 
are not necessarily true. This gives a limitation in the application of the 
method of Section 4. 
The generalization of Theorem 1 to general three-dimensional matrices 
is not true. The following 7 x 7 x 7 matrix is a counterexample. The first 
four levels are shown below in Schemes I-IV, respectively, while the fifth, 
sixth, and seventh levels are obtained from the third second and first, 
respectively, by a 180” rotation. The signs h: denote f; blank spaces can be 
filled with O’s or l’s arbitrarily. It would be interesting to know somethirrg 
about the function f(p, s, m) which is defined as follows: Let .d be the set of 
matrices (E& (i = l,..., y, j = l,..., s, k = h ,..., 
Cj cijl = 2% eijl = 0. Let B the set of integer matrices (sijZ) with the same 
property. Then 
IQ, s, 4 = sup min max / cijE - eijl ! . 
(sijL)Ed (eijl)61 i,i,? 
By Lemma 1 for the corresponding two-dimensional case f(p, s), that is, 
f(p, s, 1) < 1. In the three-dimensional case we do not know whether 
f(p, s, m) is bounded or not. 
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Schelnes I-IV. 
3. ALMOST REGULAR HYPERGRAPHS 
A hypergraph 8 = (1, El ,..., EN) is said to be almost regular if the 
valencies of any two vertices differ at most by I, that is, 
If / X j = IZ (13) is equivalent to the following: 
For every x E X 
If X’CX, let Z\x’ denote the hypergraph (X\X’, E;\x',..., &.,\xI). By (13) 
it is clear that Z\x’ is almost regular too if X is almost regular. 
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We proved in 1141 that 8 is almost regular if (14) holds for an element 
x1 E X and ~?\(xr} is almost regular. 
Now we prove more: 
LZMMA 5. Let the hypergraph 2 = (X, El ,..., EN) and the set X’ C X 
be given SO that j X j = n, / X’ / = n’ S\X, is alntost regular 6zn 
c v*(x) F3 
XEX’ 
Then ST? is almost regular. 
PYQQJ ht is enough to prove that (14) holds with x replaced by an arbitrary 
YEX-XXI. 
Clearly Cyzl j Ej\x’ 1 = Cycl i Ej j - CZEX, v&x). As S\X’ is almost 
regular, applying (14) to #\X’ we obtain: 
Let a be an arbitrary integer and ~2’ < II. It is easy to prove: 
Using (18) with a = CE, 1 I$ j we obtain by (16) ad (17) 
As trivially uye/e\X, (,v) = v&y) the proof is complete. 
Bf we do not allow multiple edges, the existence of an almost regular 
hypergraph with prescribed / X / = n and cardinahties / Ej j j = I,..., N is 
not a trivial problem. It is necessary that the number of the edges w  
cardinality h is at most (E) for every h. The sufficiency of this was proved 
atona [3 p. 1791. A short proof due to C. J. H. MC iarmid can be found in 
WI- 
In the next section we prove a more general assertion. 
4. 3%~ MAIN THEOR.~ 
The number of vertices of K,h,, (see the definition in the ~~trod~ct~~~~ is 
n = rm. 
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The number of edges is 
N = (l) mh. 
The set of vertices is denoted by X, the set of edges is denoted by 6’. 
(There are no multiple edges.) 
If the edge-sets & C Sj = l,..., 3, is a partitioning of 8, i.e., ~9~~ n f&, = 53 
and lJiV1 8j = 8, then we say that (X, 8) is partitioned into the hypergraphs 
WY 63% 
THEOREM 2. Let a, ,..., a, be natural numbers such that CJC1 aj = N. 
Then the edges of K:&,, can be partitioned into almost regular hypergraphs 
(X, 8j) SO that ) ffj 1 = aj (j = l,..., s). 
Remark. Obviously v(~,Q”~J(x) M ajhln. 
COROLLARY~ I. If h 1 n then K&IIz is l-factorizable (n = rm). 
Proof. Use Theorem 2 with s = Nh/n = (;:&M and aj = n/h 
(j = l,..., s). The statement follows from the previous remark. 
COROLLARY 2. I&!,& is f-factorizable if and only if 
h lfn and $1 N. 
Proof. The necessity is trivial, the sufficiency follows from Theorem 2 if 
s = Nh/fn, 
fn 
aj = - h 
(j = l,..., S). 
COROLLARY 3. KL,, is h&z, h)-factorizable. 
Proof. It is easy to see that n/(n, h) I (@ mh. By Corollary 2 this is enough. 
This generalizes the well-known result: The complete graph with an even 
number of vertices is l-factorizable and that with an odd number of vertices is 
2-factorizable (h = 2, m = 1). If h = 2, m is arbitrary we obtain the same 
assertion for the graph J’&, . (See [7] if n is even and [12] if n is odd.) 
The chromatic index q(Z) of a hypergraph % is defined to be the minimum 
number of colors needed to color the edges so that the edges having the same 
color are disjoint. 
1 The iirst three corollaries were recently proved by A. E. Brouwer, too [15]. The main 
idea of his proof is the same but it is simpler and shorter. 
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COROLLARY 4. q(KFm,) = (N/[n/h]]. 
Proof Naturally q(K,h,,) >, (N&z/h]}. If 8, C 8, / 8, j < n/h and (X, &J 
is almost regular then u(~,~~)(x) = 0 or 1. This means that the edges of 
(X9 6,) are disjoint. 
Use Theorem 2 with 
a, = N - (s - l)[n/h]. 
As a, < [rz/h] we obtain Corollary 4. 
Using Theorem 2 we can obtain results about the good coloring 1131 and 
equitable k-coloring [9] of the edges of K,h,, . As the formulation and the 
proof is similar to the case Kmh, we refer the reader to [14]. 
We prove Theorem 2 by induction on Y, but for this we must use the more 
general Theorem 3. 
Let X = &, X, , (I Xt I = m, X, n Xt, = ia> be given. Let us denote the 
elements of X, by xtl ,..., xtz ,..., x2”. E&rther assume that the vertex set of the 
hypergraph KF& is X (0 < hi 6 r) and the vertex-set of the hypergraph 
KL, 327l is X\X, (0 < hi < r - 1). (We remark that KE,, has one edge: this 
is the empty set.) 
Let us denote the number of edges of K:inz by 
and-as before-the number of vertices by 
n = rm. (20) 
THEOREM 3.” Let the integers r, m, h, ,..., h, be given. Let X be the set 
described above just now. Assume that the given numbers and the matrix (aij) 
i=I Ye**, p, j = l,..., s of integer elements satisfy the conditiom 
(1) r 2 1, m > 1, 
(2) O<h,<r,i=l,..., p, 
(3) aij > 0, 
2 See Fig. 2. and the explanation given in the remark after the theorerz 
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Then there exist sets E& C X (i = l,..., p, j = I,..., s, v = l,..., aij) so that 
(A) E& is an edge of K:& ; 
(B) ifj 5: j, or v1 # v2 then EiiI # EJ& (i = l,..., p), 
(C) for any Jixed j the sets Eij form an almost regular hypergraph with 
the vertex-set X. 
Remark. Intuitively, the subsets E:j ,..., gj ,..., *** Ep belong to the 
element aii of the matrix (see Fig. 2). So 
(A) means that the subsets belonging to the ith row are edges of iYFim ; 
(B) means that the subsets belonging to the ith row are different and 
as a consequence of 4), they are all the edges of K,hm ; 
cc> means that the subsets belonging to the same column form an 
almost regular hypergraph. 
If p = 1, aI9 = aj , h, = h, Theorem 3 gives Theorem 2. 
I) j) s) 
FIGURE 2 
Proof of Theorem 3. If hi = 0 then EIj = m and we omit the ith row. 
So we assume that hi > 0. 
Use Theorem 1 with 
~ijz = hiaij/n i=l ,..., p, j = l,..., s, 1 = l,..., m. (21) 
Let us denote the corresponding integers by eijl . By the properties of 
Theorem 1 (Eq. 2) we obtain:3 
If hi = r then aij - 2 eijl = 0 (from Eq. (20)) 
l=l 
(22) 
eijl 2 0 (from conditions (2) and (3) in Theorem 3) (23) 
aij - 2 eijl 2 0 (from the same). 
I=1 
(24) 
3 The background of these formulas can be seen from the beginning of the Induction, 
see (3 l)-(33). 
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If r > 1 then 
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(Za) 
(from condition (4) in Theorem 3 and Eqs. (19) and (20)). 
If r = 1 (and h, = 1) then 
(from condition (4) in Theorem 3 and Eq. (25a)), 
(27) 
Now we prove Theorem 3 for Y = 1. In that case HZ = ~1, X = XI = {xI1, 
X12,...; 1 x1 ).~.) xlm) and hi = 1 for every i. Thus by (22) 
gl eijz = aif . (291 
From (23) and (25b) we obtain 
eijl = 0 or 1 and if i and 1 are fixed than 
(303 
eija = 1 for exactly one Jo 
For fixed i and j let the indices I for which eijl = 1 be I,(& j),..., &(i; j),..., 
j&i, j). (From (29) and (30) it follows that the number of these I is really 
aij .) Let us define the sets Eij by 
(A) is trivially satisfied 
(B) follows from (30) 
(C) follows from (27) because (27) means that (14) is true for the 
hypergraph described in C). 
i 
$ eijE is the valency of the vertex xIz. 
, 
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Thus if Y = 1 Theorem 3 is true. Let us suppose that r > 1 and assume 
that Theorem 3 is true for r - 1 and any other data. Now we prove it for r 
and the data given in Theorem 3. 
Let us define the new data by 
r* = r - 1, m* = m, p” = (m + I)p, s* = s, 
h$ = hi , I%&, = hi - 1 (i = l,..., p, I = l,..., m), 
uc = aij - f eijz (i = I,..., p,j = l,..., s), 
14 
(31) 
(32) 
aG+lp)j = eijz (i = l,..., p, j = I,..., S, I = l,..., m) (see Fig. 3). (33) 
FIGURE 3 
These data satisfy the restrictions of Theorem 3 in some cases after a 
slight modification (see 2* below). 
(1”) r* 3 1, m* > 1 is trivial 
(2”) O<hT<r--1, i = I,..., p*. 
As hi > 0 this is not true only if i < p and hi = r. Then from (22) it follows 
that a$ = 0 for everyj. This means that no subset belongs to the ith row so we 
can leave the row. 
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(3”) a$ > 0 (i = l,..., p*, j = l,..., s) 
This follows from (23) and (33) or from (24) and (32). 
(4*) i fz; = N:&$ (i = l,..., p*> 
i=l 
This follows from (25a) and (26). 
Thus by the induction hypothesis there exist subsets Flj and G;li.+lP)j of 
X\X,(i=l,..., p,j=I ,..., s,I=l,..., m,v=l,... ~aij-~~letjz,~=~ ,...,eid 
so that 
(A*) F& is an edge of Kp;mlJzm, G;“,,,,,j is an edge of K$l)z:m . 
*) If j, fj, or v1 # v2 then Fi;, # F$“, (i = Is...) p). If j, # j2 01 
pl # p2 then G> # G$ (i = p + l,..., p*). 
(C*) The sets Fij and G’;i+l,,j (j is fixed) form an. almost regular 
hypergraph with the vertex-set X\X,. . 
Now we shall define the sets E$ . Intuitively we can say that we add x,1 to 
the set G;Li+l,,j. The sets Fli remain unchanged. We superpose the matrices 
marked with 0, l,..., m on Fig. ~--SO we obtain the matrix of Fig. 2. The sets 
which belong to the aij-element of the superposed matrix will be the sets E& . 
Exactly: Let u = u(i, j, v) (i = I,..., p, j = I,..., s, v = 3 9 I..? aij) be 
defined by 
U = 0 if y < aij - 2 C?ijl , 
1=1 
p=v- aii-f 
i 
U-l 
eijl + C eija if za f 0. 
14 1=1 1 
These sets E$ satisfy the properties of (A)-(C). (If a$,,,,, = 0 then Gygtup)t 
does not exist, and in this case no E& is defined.) 
(A) follows from (A*). 
(B) Let the index-triples (i, j, , vd, (it j, , vJ be given f4 = u(i, .A , 4 
u2 = u(i, j, , vJ. If U, = uz then (B) follows from (B”). If U? # uz then (B) 
follows from (34) and (35). 
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(C) Let &$ denote the hypergraph with vertex-set 
where j is fixed, i = l,..., p, v = I,..., aij . 
We must prove that & is almost regular. From (35) it is obvious that 
v&$x,z) = -f eijz . 
i=l 
So (27) and (28) guarantee that (15) and (16) hold in the case & (X’ = X, , 
fz’ = m). 
(C*) states: @\I, is almost regular. So we can apply Lemma 5 which 
gives: K is almost regular. Q.E.D. 
5. FURTHER REMARKS AND PROBLEMS 
We call a hypergraph a “forest-hypergraph” if for any two edges Fl and Fz 
Fl n F, = .@ or Fl 1 Fz or F, C Fl holds. (The incidence matrix of a forest- 
hypergraph is a forest-matrix.) We can generalize Theorem ,2. (We use the 
notation introduced before Theorem 2): 
THEOREM 4. Let g = (Y, Fl ,..., F,) be a forest hypergraph with Y = 
u,..., N). Then there exists an order El ,..., EN of the edges of K&,, so that the 
hypergraphs (X, (Ei}ieF ), ‘u v = I ,..., z are almost regular. 
Remark. From this theorem we can obtain Theorem 2 if z = s, the edges 
of 9 are disjoint and 
IF1 I = al, I F2 I = a2 ,--, I Fs I = a,. 
Puoof. We generalize Theorem 3. Let the data of Theorem 3 and the 
forest-matrix uflj v = I,..., z, ,j = I,..., s be given. Then in Theorem 3 instead 
of(C) we can state: 
For any fixed v (v = I,..., z) the sets Eij form an almost regular hypergraph 
with the vertex-set X, where j runs over the indices for which uuj = 1, i = l,..., 
p, v = l,=.., aij . 
From this statement we obtain Theorem 4 if we define u,,! as the incidence 
matrix of 9 and substitute s = N, p = 1. 
The proof of our last statement is analogous to the proof of Theorem 3, 
the only difference is that in the “integer-making’P process we must use 
Lemma 4 in addition to Theorem 1. 
Now we apply Theorem 4 in a special case: 
If z = N and FV = (l,..., u}, v = l,..., N from Theorem 4 we obtain: 
There exists an order El ,..., EN of the edges of KFzm so that all the hypergraph 
(X, E; ,. .., EV) v = 1,. .., N are almost regular. This means that .Jt is possible 
to list the edges ofK~& righteously: in every moment every vertex is containtd 
& the selected edges almost just as many times as any other (the maximum 
difference is 1.) We called this assertion the “totally e~ua~~z~d”rnatrix’~- 
Theorem in [f4] (only for the hypergraph Kmh and formulated in the langnage 
of the incidence-matrix). 
conjecture, that Theorem 4 remains true if we substitute in the place of 
23 following (nonforest) hypergraph: The vertex-set is Y = (I,..., N). 
FC Y is an edge if and only if P = {a, a + 1, LI + 2,..., n -- &I, 
a, a + 1, a + 2,..., a + k - 1 are not a mllltiple &n&z, h) (in other 
we divide the interval [1, NJ into N/(n/(n, h)) equal segments; the edges Q 
are all the subintervals of these segments.) 
Corollary 3 of Theorem 2 states that Krhm is h/(n, ~)-factorizable. 
conjectnre states that this factorization is possible on such a way that al 
I@, A)-factors are “well-regulated” slructures. In fl4] we said tha 
incidence-matrix of such a factor is a “Staircase” in the case of Kg,“* These 
structures have also appeared in the simple proof by Ratona of the Erdds- 
Chao-Ko-Rado theorem [3]. The conjecture was suggested by Katona, too, 
If h j n, then Corollary 3 of Theorem 2, Theorem 4, and tlhis conjecture are 
equivalent. If k2 = 2 and n = ~EPZ is odd then Corollary 3 of Theorem 2 states 
(and from Theorem 4 easily follows) that K&, is 2-factorizable. Laskar and 
Auerbach proved in [12] that even more is true: In that case K&m is the 
disjoint union of Hamiltonian cycles. If h = 2, T and m are odd theta our 
“‘well-regulated” structure is just a Hamiltonian cycle. So our conjecture 
would be a generalization of this result. 
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